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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The current case study is situated within a large, land grant hospital located in the Midwestern region of the United States. Although the physicians had seen an increase in medical related human performance technology (HPTs) within the organization (e.g., computer physician ordered entry) some challenges remained as the hospital sought to improve the productivity of the electronic health record (EHRs). Specifically, physicians had difficulty finding information embedded within the chart due to usability problems and information overload. To overcome the challenges, a semantic search within the chart was implemented as a solution for physicians to retrieve relevant results given the conceptual semantic pattern. The case study will discuss many elements of the implementation based on our experience and feedback from clinicians. The case will specifically highlight the importance of training and change agents within an organization.
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ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND

The University of Missouri hospital system is a comprehensive health care organization that serves the community through a variety of medical initiatives and clinics. To improve the quality of patient care, the University hospital system has worked with other organizations to implement various technologies. In particular, the university collaborated extensively with Cerner, an international healthcare information technology company based out of Kansas City, Missouri (United States). Cerner currently has approximately 10,000 employees that serve over 6,000 clients across the world.

Although Cerner had begun to implement various technologies within the University of Missouri healthcare systems, both organizations contemplated how to maximize patient care through effective use of human performance technologies (HPTs). One important issue in previous HPT projects was that Cerner did not have access and permission to authentic patient data in a real world setting, which was essential for accurate usability testing of their product. Although the ‘dummy data’ they employed was relatively easy to generate by the information technology department, it was often difficult for Cerner to accurately replicate the human-computer interaction between user and HPT without actual patient data. This, in turn, compromised the ability to accurately assess the impact of the HPT to support physician tasks, such as decision-making.

SETTING THE STAGE

To advance the quality of health human-performance technologies (HPT), the University of Missouri-Columbia and Cerner collaborated to create the Tiger Institute for Health Innovation. The goal of this research and development suborganization, entitled the Living Lab, was to develop HPT innovations that would improve patient healthcare using theoretical and practical experience from health informatics. As part of the agreement, the University of Missouri School of Information Science & Learning Technologies (SISLT) was also included within the collaboration. Specifically, the SISLT research lab, entitled the Information Experience Lab, provided graduate students to conduct usability and user-centered design research on various products for healthcare, education, and other technologies. The goal of the partnership was that these three organizations would collaborate to provide medical expertise, (University of Missouri Healthcare), software development expertise (Cerner), and evaluative human-computer interaction research (University of Missouri Information Experience Lab) to develop HPT solutions that would meet the needs of physicians and nurses.
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